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With social distancing guidelines still in place, there is still a massive shift in how people fit to keep themselves in shape. Despite the gyms and studios starting to open, not everyone is comfortable just jumping back into their old routine - and that's understandable. Fortunately, there are alternative
methods to get in and/or stay in shape from the comfort and safety of your own home. This includes creating your own exercise space with minimal equipment, an after-home workout program to keep yourself accountable, or just creative in how you keep active. Contrary to popular belief, you don't
actually need a gym membership to score the same results that you'll find while attending your local 24-hour fitness. There's an at-home version of almost every type of exercise through virtual classes or downloadable fitness guides. So while your gym membership remains frozen for the foreseeable
future, it may be worth investing in a home-based program that keeps you moving and feeling better. From cardio sculpture exercises to weightlifting guides, the at-home workout program really run the gamut, and we've done the sweat-tested research needed to narrow down the best options currently
available. CrushFit Powerlifter and personal trainer, Ben Williamson, founded Crush Fit back in 2014 and started as one of the workout program's guides. Now, Crush60 has evolved into a comprehensive workout program designed to improve your performance in the gym. This extension now also
includes four additional e-book guides: Booty Bootcamp, Go!, Mass Effect and Crush60 Home. After countless rounds of crush, I can safely say that these strength training programs deliver results, in and outside the gym. Williamson took his best-selling guide and tweaked it so anyone anywhere could
reap the benefits of the program. You just pick the weight you are most comfortable with and move through the sets at your speed. There are no weight restrictions or time constraints, although there is an occasional spike in HIIT or Tabata.I was brand new to lifting the fitness spectrum when I first
discovered Crush, but by the end of the program, I felt like I had weight training for years. Each page has a cartoon illustration showcasing exercises for the sequence of the day, but also comes with interactive features through Adobe Acrobat, including videos of each exercise included in the program. The
entire program costs $44.99, which includes 60 days of guides, hand-drawn illustrations, interactive videos, bonus tips to help you achieve your goals, and the progress of the tracking sheet. Some workouts require equipment, but if you don't have dumbbells, you can always get creative and water bottles
or canned food. Since this is a one-off purchase, the PDF lives on your computer or phone and is available whenever, anywhere. Pros: Affordable, the purchase includes a 60-day guide as well as a video of the destruction of each exercise, a progress sheet to track the results, and a nutrition guide
available foreverCons: foreverCons: some equipment. $44.99 from crush fit sculpt Society Take it from someone who was born with two left feet and zero rhythm: Megan Roup's Sculpture Society is the best at-home cardio workout program I still haven't come across. I first took one of the Roup classes in
New York in 2019 after being drawn to how a professional dancer and celebrity trainer makes a cardio dance look so easy and fun. I was immediately hooked. The energy roup and athletic approach she took to dance-based fitness quickly made me a true fan of her methods. When you log into your
Sculpt Society account, you are met with a ton of cardio, sculpting, and a combination of sessions to choose from. Members can also enjoy meditation and yoga. You can choose from a video library, or commit to a 10-week Sculpture Society program if you're looking for something more regimented.
While Roup activities are enjoyable, they are also challenging. Her method of exercise consists of dance cardio with bursts of sculptural movements for maximum results and toning. The dance moves are simple enough that anyone at any level can join, and while Roup uses manual weights, resistance
bands, sliders and ankle weights during sculpting sessions, equipment is never required. Pros: Cheaper than a gym or studio subscription, available through Android, iOS, Apple TV, Roku, FireTV and Amazon. Cons: Dance sequences can be fast-paced, changes are not always explained. $19.98 from
The Sculpture Society's Sarah Day, when Sarah Stevenson titled her at-home workout program, Sweat Is Shred It, the Australian YouTuber wasn't just cute. Having been one of Sarah's 1.45 million loyal subscribers for years, I was pumped when the bubbly holistic wellness and fitness guru released her
ebook back in May 2017.Sarah describes her 8-week program as an active lifestyle challenge that has been designed to be flexible to your lifestyle. It requires no equipment and can be done in your bedroom, living room, backyard, or anywhere you have a little space to move around. The program
includes four different learning styles: Sweaty Schroeders, Toning Power (TP), Activities, and Challenge C. Sweaty Shredders are brutal but in the best way possible. If you like the feeling of being soaked in your own sweat, you will live for these types of workouts. They consist of seven exercises that you
will perform for 30 seconds, followed by a 10-second rest, and repeat six times. These types of workouts are fat burning and really push your body to the limit. Toning Power Days is my personal favorite. They are all about muscle sculpting and toning. Each individual exercise targets different muscle
groups through the explosive movements you perform for one full minute at a time. Each of the three supersets Will perform on toning power days features one power exercise followed by fat burning exercises that are designed to get your pulse climbing (which it easily manages to do). Active Active
Choose your own adventure days when you can choose the activities you love - sports, running, swimming, walking. They are designed to benefit both your physical body and your mental state. Then there are the challenge days when Sarah sets out a unique challenge. They are optional, but will still kick
the butt if you are looking to put in some extra work. The program is broken down into a day of the week, but you don't have to follow it so strictly. Listening to your body means it is important to rest the days when needed. Pros: Recommends rest days, getting creative with its exercises, features a routine
to choose your own workout, so you don't feel attached to one program for all eight weeks, offers plenty of varietyCons: the moves aren't broken down anywhere, so if you're not sure how to do the exercise, you should dig online for an explanation. $50.00 from Sarah's Day sweat If you haven't done one
of Kayla Itsines BBG workouts yet, it's time to start. The Australian trainer started sweating with the Kayla app where she continues to roll out strength and cardio workouts that make you sweaty during the crisis. This is the perfect home exercise program for those who want to get in shape in a short time.
Itsines in Bikini Body Training Guide is a 12-week program with four weeks of pre-training. It's also the most thorough document exercise I've ever seen. A quick scroll through a whopping 190 page package proves Itsines is not only a physical trainer, but also a fitness and health educator. Its mission is to
help women maintain a healthy and active life by providing information collected from personal experience, through customer feedback, and scientific articles. In addition to the learning material, the Bikini Body Training Guide also includes a glossary that destroys each of the exercises included in the
program, step by step, so that beginners can perfect their form (which helps prevent injury). Itsines also includes a list of equipment that you can collect before starting your program. But what makes this section of the guide even more useful is the subsequent list of hardware alternatives. BBG has been
designed in such a way that it can be done in the gym or at home, and because not everyone has access to a flat bench or medicine balls, Itsines goes the extra mile to make sure that anyone and everyone benefits from their program. The biggest drawback of the BBG program is fixing on the social
standards of bikini body. While the BBG community is a god example of women supporting women, it can also be a launching for those struggling with their body image as there are countless photos of progress floating around Instagram. Itsines has addressed the issue in the past, admitting that she
regrets calling her program Bikini Body Since this means that there is only one body suitable for a bikini (a concept we know to be false). Pros: Support the women's community and offline, affordable, offers 12 weeks of workouts. Cons: Focuses a lot on on can be a launch for those with body image
problems. $19.98 from Sweat Glo Glo Creators understands that the practice of mindfulness about a person as much as they do about mastering technology, which is why the app caters to your unique preferences. You can choose your path and follow the programs already outlined for you, or use the
search bar to filter videos based on your preferences. Narrow down the search for practice, the length of time, your attention during the day (i.e. waking up in the morning, relaxing before bedtime, strength training, breathing exercises, etc.), teacher, level of experience, and more. Glo also allows you to
create your own library. Here you can favorite classes, group them together to create collections, return to the programs you've joined and enjoy, and stay in touch with teachers who have resonated with you. One of the most unique aspects of the Glo app is its inclusion of the course. Users can view
classes that delve deeply into yoga techniques and practices, how to teach yoga, and even workshops, exploring how the body works and how to live a more mindful, connected life. They are in-app purchases and cost between $54 and $499.Pros: Affordable, classes and programs taught by renowned
instructors and experts, customizable to your workout preferences for all fitness levels. Cons: Shopping in the app is very expensive. $18.00 from Glo More: Features IP Freelance Fitness App App senior exercise programs at home. exercise programs at home. exercise programs for nursing home
residents. best at home exercise programs. home exercise programs for physical therapy. ohio state home exercise programs. home exercise programs free. hand therapy home exercise programs
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